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It is with great pleasure that I write this article on the progress Pango my cat has made
through Bioptron Light and Colour treatment. 

Approximately five weeks ago he received a deep cut to the left side of his neck. The
wound itself was horribly raw, extremely deep and very red in colour. The outside of the
cut was surrounded by almost honey puss, which resulted in much frustration for myself
as I watched my cat slowly become ill. 

My immediate thought was that he had been attacked by the neighborhood cats but to
this day I am unsure. The vet prescribed Pango with one week supply of antibiotics and he
was put on a strict diet of pet food. I was also given another option which was that my pet
undergo surgery as the cut was so deep (stitches and also a lab test for skin cancer) at a
cost of one thousand dollars!! 

To my horror, I could not justify that sort of money, as much as I love my cat. I had to
watch him go through a painful process of letting Mother Nature do its thing and hope his
wound in time would heal. As sad as it sounds I had also contemplated putting him down. 

I can remember the night very clearly a knock at my door from my neighbour Gordana. It
was just past 11 pm! Concerned for my cat she asked my permission that we try the
Bioptron Light and Colour Treatment on him. It was like an answer to my prayer that
someone so caring, so kind, so thoughtful, came to our rescue. 

We started treatment the very next day. Pango was very unsettled. At first it took time
getting use to different sounds of the Bioptron Light. The worst was spraying Oxy spray.
What a performance he would make!! 

To be completely honest it took only two days for Pango to fall into a pattern receiving
the Bioptron Light and Colour Treatment. He gets treatment every night at 8pm, his
behavior is amazing.

He knows when to jump on the bench, and I have also noticed a change in character, as he
was very much an outside cat. Now he is happy to sleep on my bed, loves to be cuddled
and always needing much attention.
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Pango is very calm, now he adores Mirjana and Gordana, sits himself on the bench and is
happy to let them work on him. 

Bioptron Light and Colour Treatment has done wonders - a miracle of healing. 

The wound is now closed, pale pink in colour and the hair is slowly growing back. But most
of all Pango is back to normal. 

THANK YOU so much for the wonders of "Colour." The life that gives there being no
end!!!

TIME FOR TREATMENT
Step 1    Orange upon the neck to help me get set 
Step 2    Green + Red together on the wound 1 minute the "beep" so soon 
Step 3    The light Blue can of Oxy Spray goes on without Delay 
Step 4    Its not over yet 2 beeps of Sunshine Yellow. I'm now relaxed and mellow 

NOW TO FINISH
Step repeated number three This a miracle what colour does to Thee
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